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A B S T R A C T
This paper proposes a peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading framework, allowing distributed photovoltaic (PV) prosumers and consumers to participate in a community sharing market established by a stakeholder, i.e., an energy pawn (EP). The EP is responsible for installing, connecting, managing, and maintaining the specific P2P sharing network, and possesses a publicly accessible battery energy storage (ES) system that can be used to facilitate the energy sharing within the community. A hierarchical P2P sharing market infrastructure is considered, where the interactions among the EP, prosumers, and consumers are modeled by a leader–follower framework. The EP is responsible for i) optimizing the capacity scheduling of the ES system based on forecasting-based rolling-horizon decision-marking, and ii) determining the selling and buying prices within the market. Meanwhile, prosumers and consumers will adjust their energy consumption as response to different sharing prices for maximizing consumption satisfactions based on their utility functions. With the framework, both PV prosumers and consumers can trade with the EP to balance their excess solar generation or insufficient demand to reduce electricity bills. A dynamic pricing algorithm is proposed for EP to determine the internal buying and selling prices simultaneously, and Q-learning is employed to solve the proposed hierarchical decision-making problem. An energy sharing case with 10 agents is studied to validate the effectiveness in terms of the economic benefits and PV sharing enhancement, as well as the reduction of the negawatt fed back into the grid. This study serves to provide a promising win-win-win solution for the utility grid, EP, and P2P market agents.

1. Introduction

As the penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) such as rooftop photovoltaic (PV) increases, power supplied by distributed generators is anticipated to exceed local consumption demands in certain hours of a day. This fast-growing trend creates a potential to feed negawatt power [1] back into the grid, raising unexpected challenges to power system reliability. One innovative way to address this issue is to establish a peer-to-peer (P2P) energy market [2], in which the prosumers and consumers are able to share their excess resources, such as rooftop PV generation, flexible demand, unused capacity in energy storage (ES) systems, etc. This novel trading mode serves to benefit the whole community by reducing the community’s reliance on the main grid, increasing the community resilience, and enhancing the ability to participate in demand response (DR) for achieving better generation-load balance [3].

Extensive explorations have been conducted in the literature on designing and evaluating P2P energy sharing, and game theory has been widely adopted to address the interaction between different agents within the P2P market in recent years. For example, a Nash equilibrium-based game-theoretic approach was applied in energy sharing between storage units [4], multiple prosumers and consumers [5,6], aggregators and DER owners [7], electric vehicles [8], etc. The coalition game has also been widely used in a P2P market, with a target of promoting energy sharing, either in the absence of ES devices [9,10], individual owned [11] or jointly invested ES systems [12]. Moreover, a leader–follower Stackelberg game was utilized to address the interactions between microgrids and a utility grid [13], a combined heat and power community [14], PV and ES sharing between apartments [15], residential units and shared facility controllers [16]. Besides, in a complicated P2P market consisting of multiple agents and stakeholders, hierarchical game-theoretic models [17] could be formulated to solve the conflict between different parties.

It is observed from the aforementioned studies that an appropriate pricing model plays a crucial role in P2P sharing, which directly imposes impacts on P2P participants’ incentives of energy sharing and price-based DR. Auction is widely used for P2P market clearing [18],
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such as one-side auction [19,20], double auction [4,6,16], and reserve auction [21]. However, the auction platform may be complicated in practical implementation, since most of the auction markets rely on a trusted authority or notary architecture, which causes an extra cost of platform construction. And other problems arise when the third party influences the auction proceedings, since it obtains more asymmetric information compared with other auction participants, resulting in an unfair auction process. As an alternative system, a hierarchical community energy market, consisting of a third-party stakeholder (market operator), prosumers, and consumers, has been extensively evaluated in many existing studies to bridge this gap [14,22,23]. To further advance the P2P sharing concept, in these studies, an extra P2P sharing connection is proposed to be installed, managed, and maintained by an operator who possesses its own generators such as DER resources or ES systems; the operator trades energy with the P2P participants at a customized rate that is more cost-competitive compared with the utility price.

With the ever-increasing influence of DERs on the grid, ES has been proven to be an effective solution to the integration of distributed PV in a community, due to its prominent flexibility and fast-response feature [24]. However, installing a large number of distributed ES systems in individual households complicates the demand side response and increases the overall capital cost. The concept of storage sharing [25,26], which requires a joint investment from the prosumers, can effectively reduce the energy costs, avoid unnecessary investments of prosumers, and lead to a higher ES utilization rate. However, not all prosumers would be interested in owning or investing a joint-invested ES system if the benefit of installing does not outweigh the cost, and this can happen due to limited excess solar generation or insufficient monetary stimulus. Thus, the investment of ES should be determined through a long-term budget plan, e.g., based on the break-even cost and annual revenue [27]. Nevertheless, one possible solution to address this challenge is that these prosumers and consumers can sell/purchase their energy to/from a third-party stakeholder, i.e., an energy-sharing platform, for example, a local energy service provider [28] or EP named in this work, at a better rate compared with the utility grid. The investor-owned battery ES can gain revenue by providing stacked ancillary services and arbitraging energy with the utility grid and P2P agents, which is a newly emerging independent entity to the power grid [29].

Based on the discussion above, there still exist several research gaps in the literature on how to improve the economic efficiency and reliability of a P2P sharing market.

- A majority of existing P2P sharing works evaluated the benefit of ES sharing and different auction models. However, it is important to consider the applicability of installing a large number of ES systems and introducing various market clearing rules in P2P markets. As a newly emerging stakeholder in smart grid, the investor-owned ES system, which possesses a publicly accessible ES, is more practical in future P2P sharing markets to attract those P2P agents without enough incentives of installing household-level ES or participating in market bidding.

- Some previous studies have worked on the different pricing mechanisms of P2P sharing. However, they did not consider the dynamics in the market, in which the agents were able to observe the market evolution. In a practical P2P market, the information of individual PV generation, load, and price-based response of each household is challenging to obtain in advance due to privacy concerns. The research question is how we learn this type of information through the dynamic interaction among market agents. Thus a model-free, adaptive, and concise decision-making model is desired in a P2P market.

- The uncertainty in P2P market operations has not been considered or well addressed in existing research. Since the ES capacity scheduling is a time-coupled problem, it is important to decide the scheduling by look-ahead methods rather than during the sharing process. The uncertainty in PV and load may lead to bad decisions, therefore an appropriate forecasting method is required to optimize the capacity scheduling.

In this paper, we propose a possible stakeholder, i.e., the EP, in future P2P sharing to explore a promising way for addressing the challenges with the ever-increasing distributed renewable capacities and negawatt power in residential communities. The main contributions of this paper are threefold:

- An investor-owned ES sharing-based energy trading framework is proposed in a community P2P network, which benefits the utility grid, EP, prosumers, and consumers.

- A customized dynamic pricing mechanism is developed to incentivize both prosumers and consumers to participate in the P2P sharing platform established by the EP, and Q-learning is adopted to obtain the optimal pricing policy.

- A rolling horizon decision-making process is developed to address the uncertainty in the market, which maximizes both the excess solar consumption and the EP’s benefit.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the architecture of the community energy market. The problem formulation is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 shows a case study with 10 agents to evaluate the market performance. Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses the future work.

2. Market architecture

2.1. Community sharing market

Fig. 1 presents a typical architecture of a community sharing system. The community, consisting of $N$ agents, are allowed to share energy through a centralized sharing platform executed by an EP. The grid has a continuous supply of energy for the community without interruptions. There is no limit on the feed-in energy from households with excess renewable supply under the Feed-in Tariff (FIT), which refers to the price rate at which the prosumers can sell their excess solar generation to the utility grid [30]. Traditional grid distribution lines are represented as solid lines, and dashed lines stand for the P2P community market connections. Within the framework, there are three major assumptions: (i) The EP is responsible for installing, managing, and maintaining the P2P sharing platform within the community, as well as balancing the supply and demand between the community and the utility grid. (ii) Each residential user is assumed to have a certain portion of the flexible load to respond to different price signals and optimize its energy consumption. (iii) Prosumers are assumed to first consume their own PV generation, and then if their netload (i.e., load minus PV generation in this paper) is negative, these agents have surplus supply to share, and are regarded as sellers ($\mathcal{S}$); otherwise, they are regarded as buyers ($\mathcal{B}$); and we have $\mathcal{N} = \mathcal{S} \cup \mathcal{B}$.

Compared with distributed ES systems, the centralized EP with a shared ES system available to every agent is more beneficial and practical. As a coupling point between the utility grid and P2P agents, the only information that the EP can obtain is the real-time aggregated supply and demand, while the behind-the-meter and actual load data are not available for the EP to fully protect the market participants’ privacy. In a wholesale market, the selling prices of the utility grid ($e_u$) are divided into two categories: on-peak hours with a higher price and off-peak hours with a lower price, denoted by $e_{o$} and $e_u$, respectively. The FIT ($f_{fit}$) is also adopted to denote the rate at which prosumers sell their excess generation to the utility grid. In the P2P community market, the EP can design customized buying and selling prices for sellers and buyers to incentivize all P2P community market agents to actively participate in the energy sharing. The buying prices ($l_b$) refer to the trade-in rate for sellers, while the selling prices ($l_s$) refer to the
charge rate for buyers. The selling price needs to be no less than the buying price to ensure the EP’s profit. The buying \((\lambda_b)\) and selling \((\lambda_s)\) prices are constrained by the utility price \([3]\) (please note the time superscript \(h\) is omitted in this Section).

\[(\lambda_b, \lambda_s) \in [\sigma_f, \sigma_x] \] (1)

2.2. EP model

Based on the discussion above, the profit function of EP is given by:

\[
P = \begin{cases} 
\lambda_s E_s - \lambda_b E_b - x, & \Delta E \geq 0 \\
\lambda_s E_s - \lambda_b E_b - x, & \Delta E < 0 
\end{cases} \] (2)

where \(E_b\) and \(E_s\) denote the total demand from buyers \(E_b = \sum_{i=1}^{N_b} (l_i - p_{vi})\) and supply from sellers \(E_s = \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} (p_{vi} - l_i)\) inside the community, respectively. The parameter \(\Delta E\) denotes the imbalance between supply and demand, and \(\Delta E = E_b - E_s + x\), which needs to be mitigated by the utility grid. A positive \(\Delta E\) denotes that the retailer has to purchase power, and a negative value denotes feeding power back to the grid. The parameter \(x\) denotes the battery capacity scheduling; a positive value denotes charging and a negative value denotes discharging. The term \(c \cdot |x|\) is the equivalent cost of acquiring \(x\) units of storage capacity.

There are different sharing models inside the community, e.g., direct sharing and buffered sharing \([28]\). The direct sharing model refers to the direct energy sharing between buyers and sellers inside the community via the P2P platform, and ES is inactive in this sharing model. The buffered sharing refers to the energy sharing with the assistance of the ES; the EP stores energy when solar generation is excess or at off-peak hours, and discharge energy when PV is insufficient or at on-peak hours. These two sharing models work simultaneously in the market, and the scenarios can be divided into three main categories:

- EP arbitrages from the utility grid with ES. The utility time-of-use (ToU) price is set to mitigate the gap between load peak and valley, and the EP can charge its battery during off-peak periods and discharge during on-peak periods.
- EP arbitrages from the prosumers and consumers by direct sharing. The EP acts as a middleman to earn profits by buying excess solar from sellers and then directly selling to buyers.
- EP arbitrages from the prosumers and consumers by buffered sharing. The EP acts as a buffer to gain benefits by storing energy from sellers when PV generation is sufficient and then selling the stored energy to buyers.

2.3. Agents model

The prosumers and consumers aim to find the best scheduling of their load across a predefined optimization window (i.e., 24 h in this paper) to minimize the daily cost while achieving the maximum satisfaction level. Instead of using a conventional cost function to describe the agents’ behaviors, in this paper the utility function from Ref. \([22]\) is adopted, which describes the agent’s consumption behaviors from two aspects: the utility from consuming energy and the cost of trading energy. Different from above-mentioned works in which there only exist consumers, in this paper the agent’s utility function is modified to reflect the fact that agents can act as either a seller \([28]\) or a buyer in different time slots.

\[
U_i = \begin{cases} 
\kappa_i (l_i + 1) - \lambda_i l_i - p_{vi}, & l_i \geq p_{vi} \\
\kappa_i (l_i + 1) - \lambda_i l_i - p_{vi}, & l_i < p_{vi} 
\end{cases} \] (3)

In Eq. (3), the term \(\kappa_i\) \((l_i + 1)\) is the utility achieved by the agent \(i\) through consuming energy. The logarithm \(\ln(\cdot)\) function has been widely used in economics for modeling the preference of users, since it is closely related to proportionally fair DR. And \((1 + x)\) is a typical modified form to avoid the undesired utility of \(-\infty\). Note that \(\kappa_i\) is a combination of the utility weight coefficient and consumption preference parameter. It is derived from Eq. (3) that a greater value of \(k\) indicates that the agent is willing to consume more energy to earn higher satisfaction. Besides, a higher selling price \(\lambda_s\) will decrease the willingness of a buyer \((l_i \geq p_{vi})\) to consume more energy, while a higher buying price \(\lambda_b\) will encourage a seller \((l_i < p_{vi})\) to sell more energy by reducing its consumption. In the dynamic pricing strategy, for any given price \(\lambda_b\) or \(\lambda_s\), the agent \(i\) adapts its consumption to the best response as \(l^*_i\) for maximizing its utility \(U_i\). Note that the optimal \(l^*_i\), at which the consumer \(i\) achieves its maximum utility in response to a price set \((\lambda_b, \lambda_s)\), can be found from Eq. (3),

\[
l^*_i = \begin{cases} 
\kappa_i \lambda_s - 1, & l_i \geq p_{vi} \\
\kappa_i \lambda_b - 1, & l_i < p_{vi} 
\end{cases} \] (4)

This optimal solution holds when the obtained value locates within the consumption constraints \([l_{min}, l_{max}]\) that are predefined based on individual agent’s preference. Otherwise, the optimal solution \(l^*_i\) will always lie on the boundary due to its strict concavity.

3. Problem formulation

3.1. Capacity scheduling and decision-making

The primary goal of EP is to maximize its benefit. According to the constraints defined in Eq. (1), the prices set by the EP always dominate the utility prices. To maximize the renewable energy consumption in a P2P market, the cost can also be evaluated based on the amount of electricity that is not purchased from the utility grid. In an ideal scenario all excess energy is shared among the participants rather than feeding back into the grid. Thus, minimizing the community social cost can be transformed to the minimization of trading with the utility grid, since the energy sharing within the community, i.e., from sellers to EP then to buyers, does not impact the aggregated netload. And the cost function of the community can be transformed as:

\[
C^{h-h} = \sum_{t=1}^{H} \left[ c_{f_i} \cdot \max \left( N L_i - x' + x', 0 \right) + c \cdot |x'| \right] - A/C_{rate} \leq x' \leq A/C_{rate} \] (5)

\[
SoC_{min} \leq SoC' \leq SoC_{max} \] (6)

\[
SoC' = \begin{cases} 
SoC^{-1} + x'/\eta, & x' > 0 \\
SoC^{-1} + x'/\eta, & x' < 0 
\end{cases} \] (7)

where \(H\) is the whole optimization horizon (i.e., 24 h), and \(h\) is the current time slot, \(C^{h-h}\) is the look-ahead electricity cost of EP from the current time \(h\) to future \(H\). The parameter \(N L_i\) denotes the aggregated netload of the community, and \(N L_i = \sum_{k=1}^{N_b} (l_k - p_{vi})\). The parameter \(x'\) represents the battery charging/discharging schedule, and \(\eta\) is the (dis-)charging efficiency. The parameter \(A\) is an integer number, which
3.3. Rolling horizon decision-making

To manage the netload forecasting error and improve the market efficiency, a rolling horizon method [32] is applied to solve a multi-timescale capacity scheduling problem. The rolling horizon approach considers a forecasting period, in which the future netload is treated as a deterministic forecasting value, and the optimal decision-making is obtained.

(i) At the beginning of a given step $h$, set the forecasting horizon $h = H$ and obtain the forecasted netload $NL^h$ using LSTM.

(ii) Establish and solve the optimization problem in Eq. (5), and obtain the ES capacity scheduling $x^h$.

(iii) During step $h$, apply $x^h$ obtained from (ii) into Eq. (2), get the optimal pricing strategy $\lambda^h$ (introduced in the next subsection), and observe the updated $NL^h$.

(iv) Enter the next step $h + 1$, update the future netload forecast $NL^{h+1}$ based on the observation obtained from the previous step, and repeat (i)–(iii) until reaching the end period $H$.

The proposed rolling horizon approach allows EP to modify forecasting results based on the updated/recent actual netload. Although the solution obtained from the rolling horizon approach might be suboptimal in practice due to the lack of accurate future information, an appropriate length of look-ahead horizon and a future discount parameter could be leveraged to address this issue.

3.4. Q-learning based dynamic price design

Reinforcement learning (RL) has been applied to a variety of grid problems in recent years, such as demand response [23], battery scheduling [29], forecasting [33], cyber-security [34], etc. As a model-free RL technique, Q-learning is able to learn the optimal policy of finding the best action at every time step, even when some accurate future data is not available during the training process. In the Q-learning algorithm, the agent interacts with the environment through executing sequential actions at a series of states based on the interaction between states and actions, until reaching an ultimate goal. The actions are evaluated by a reward feedback from the environment, which is used to update the Q-value. During the learning process, the Q-values are stored and converge to a maximum value after updating over a sufficient number of iterations. When the optimal Q-value ($Q^*$) is obtained, the optimal policy can be defined as $\pi^* = \arg\max Q^*$.

In this study, the dynamic pricing problem is modeled as a discrete finite horizon Markov decision process. The EP acts as the learning agent and interacts with the P2P agents (environment) through a set of actions $(\lambda_i, \lambda_j)$. The immediate reward function in a specified time $t$ is defined as Eq. (2), while the total reward for the future is defined as the additive inverse of Eq. (5). With state, action, and reward defined, the price design problem is realized by training the Q-learning agent to take action based on the optimal policy. Algorithm 1 presents the Q-learning pseudo-code that is employed to obtain the maximum Q-value and the optimal dynamic prices.

Algorithm 1: Q-Learning Based Dynamic Sharing Price Design

**Data:** Number of steps $H$, learning rate $\theta$, discount factor $\gamma$, number of iterations $N_c$.

**Result:** Obtain the maximum Q-value.

**Initialize Q-value;**

while $t \leq N_c$ do

while $h \leq H$ do

Select and execute an action $a_h$ at state $s_h$ by $\epsilon$-greedy policy [23];

Observe reward $r_h(s_h, a_h)$ by solving Eq. (2) and new state $s_{h+1}$ by solving Eq. (5);

Update Q-value:

$$Q_{\theta}(s_h, a_h) \leftarrow (1 - \theta)Q_{\theta}(s_h, a_h) + \theta[r_h(s_h, a_h) + \gamma \max a \in A Q_{\theta}(s_{h+1}, a)];$$

end

end

end
4. Case study

The developed EP-based energy sharing market is evaluated with a case study containing 10 participants (7 prosumers with PV panels and 3 pure consumers) in Austin, Texas. The detailed household ID, netload, and solar generation can be found in Dataport.\(^1\) The missing or abnormal data has been filled or interpolated based on neighboring observations.

The equivalent cost of ES is defined as the threshold at which using a battery as an energy buffer is profitable. In this work we adopt the prices from Ref. [12], i.e., using a two-period ToU tariff with an on-peak rate of $0.55/kWh from 7:00 to 23:00, and an off-peak rate of $0.20/kWh in other hours. The amortized equivalent cost of ES sharing, including the P2P sharing loss and battery cost, is considered as $0.15/kWh. This equivalent cost is expected to be continuously decreasing with the advancement of energy storage technologies. It is important to note that all parameters or prices employed in this study could be updated to accommodate to other markets, and this does not distort the analysis of the simulation.

4.1. Battery capacity determination

The daily netenergy (aggregated energy over 24 h) curves of the community are shown in Fig. 2. Although there are some variations in netenergy in a same season, some general patterns could be extracted from Fig. 2. For example, in some spring days, the aggregated netenergy drops to negative values, which means the PV generation exceeds the demand since there is less consumption for air conditioners. In most summer days, the netenergy is always positive due to the high demand in cooling. While in some other days, the aggregated netenergy is relatively low but above zero, which are referred as off-peak days. The winter season is not considered here, since 39% of homes in Texas use natural gas as their primary heating source.\(^2\) Thus, three representative days from each category are selected for analysis, i.e., (a) April 14 as a typical negative day in spring, (b) July 17 as a typical positive day in summer, and (c) November 6 as a typical off-peak day in fall.

Table 1 shows the optimal ES capacity and corresponding daily cost of the community trading with the grid of the selected days. In typical spring days (e.g., April 14), the ES mainly performs arbitraging from PV prosumers. However, there are fewer buyers in this category due to the low load demand and high PV generation (the average netload is negative as seen in Fig. 2), thus yielding a minimal ES capacity of 37 kWh. In typical summer days (e.g., July 17), the ES mainly performs arbitraging from the utility grid, since there is little excess energy for sharing due to the high load demand. The arbitraging profit from the grid is $0.35/kWh, which outweighs the battery equivalent cost, thus a large ES capacity of 314 kWh is needed to fully cover the load. While in typical fall days (e.g., November 6), the EP works in both negative and positive netload patterns, and the optimal ES capacity is 218 kWh for minimizing the daily cost. Due to the high cost of energy storage, we mainly focus on battery capacity scheduling and pricing in this research rather than maximizing the capacity. Based on the results from the three representative days, we choose 40 kWh as the nominal capacity of the ES in this study, being able to support the maximum hourly peak load demand (i.e., 43.82 kW, occurs on July 17) for about 1 h. This selection would be helpful to deal with contingencies and also avoid idle capacity.

---

\(^{1}\) https://www.pecanstreet.org/dataport.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Forecasting accuracy summary of two LSTM models in terms of nRMSE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>April 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM</td>
<td>16.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSTM-RH</td>
<td>7.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. The convergence of Q-values in three typical days. A higher Q-value indicates that the EP is expected to earn more profit.

4.2. Netload forecasting and capacity scheduling
To train the LSTM net, each category is split into training and testing sets using the latest 30 days netload data prior to the target days: the first 90% for training and the rest 10% for validating. Then the netload forecasts of the three representative days are obtained using the three trained LSTM networks. Fig. 3 compares the result of two different forecasting strategies: benchmark LSTM and LSTM with rolling horizon updating (LSTM-RH, also known as online LSTM), and Table 2 compares the normalized root mean square error (nRMSE) based on the maximum netload. It is observed that the LSTM-RH has a better accuracy in all three days, indicating the effectiveness of rolling horizon update. Overall, the netload forecasting accuracy is satisfactory, since the algorithm only uses the historical netload of the community.

4.3. Optimal community sharing prices and demand response
The simulations were executed on a laptop with a dual Core i7-6600U CPU running at 2.8 GHz and with 16.0 GB RAM. The convergence test of the Q-learning is performed and the learning curves are shown in Fig. 4. The EP learns extremely fast from interacting with the environment at the beginning by trial and error. After about 1200/600/600 iterations, the EP learns slowly and tends to converge, and the computation time of 5000 iterations is 351.3 s, 370.2 s, and 373.5 s on April 14, July 17, and November 6, respectively. After the learning agent converges to the maximum Q-value, it is seen from Fig. 4 that on April 14, the EP obtains the highest Q-value, indicating the EP will gain the highest profit in this typical spring day. While on July 17, the EP gets the lowest Q-value, indicating a lower profit compared with the other two days. The detailed profits of different days are shown in Table 3.

The optimal pricing policy is obtained by Algorithm 1, and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The energy sharing inside the community occurs mainly from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (with one exception of 8 a.m. on April 14). The EP designs different buying and selling prices to encourage P2P market agents to participate in the energy sharing, and the community sharing prices are always better than the utility price \( x_f = \frac{0.1}{x_s} = \frac{0.20}{0.55} \) to ensure the economic incentives. The dynamic pricing shows different patterns in those three representative days. For example, for (a) April 14, the community buying price is the lowest among the three cases due to excess solar generation; while for (b) July 17, the community buying price is the highest due to the shortage of solar generation, which also corresponds with the positive netload in Fig. 2. On (c) November 6, the dynamic pricing shows a more volatile pattern, since the aggregated netload is more flexible with the usage of ES, thus the EP can adaptively determine the prices and capacity scheduling. It is also seen that in some hours the EP’s buying and selling price are the same in (b) July 17 and (c) November 6, which means the EP encourages prosumers to sell more energy with the aim of balancing the supply and demand even without obtaining an immediate reward from arbitrage.

Once the optimal pricing policy is obtained, the buyers’ and sellers’ optimal consumption is determined by Eq. (3), and the results are shown in Fig. 6. Under the sharing framework, the negative or valley netload increases while the positive netload decreases in all three cases, which means the excess solar generation is stored for sharing among the community during peak-hour periods and less power is sent back to the utility grid. The capacity scheduling in the three days can also be extracted from Fig. 6. On (a) April 14, the ES is almost inactive in the morning, indicating the EP has no incentive to arbitrage from the utility grid during morning off-peak hours. Then the netload starts to rise after 9 a.m. and decreases after 6 p.m. with the ES, indicating the EP prefers to store excess solar generation in the market and then sell the buffered energy to market participants in the evening. While on (b) July 17 and the (c) November 6, the EP starts to store energy in the morning off-peak hours by arbitraging from the utility off-peak hours, then discharges the stored energy during morning on-peak hours. However, there is a slight difference between these two cases. On (b) July 17, there is a solar generation shortage in the market due to the high demand in the summer, thus the ES works in a straightforward routine, i.e., simply arbitraging from the utility grid. On (c) November 6, the ES will release some stored energy when on-peak hours start (i.e., 8 a.m.–10 a.m.), then charge again with the excess solar generation in the noon; and after the noon, the ES shows a similar discharging pattern with the other two cases. It is also seen that the negawatt in Fig. 6(c) can be fully offset by the ES.

4.4. Market performance
Table 3 summarizes the EP’s profits and 10 agents’ utilities on different days (the gray color highlights the pure consumers’ indexes, and others are PV prosumers). It is seen that all agents have gained higher utilities with ES sharing and community internal prices, compared with the baseline. On April 14, consumers 5, 8, and 10 have the highest utility growth rates, indicating the negative day benefits buyers more. Similarly, on July 17, prosumers, especially 1, 2, 3 are expected to earn the highest utilities, due to the shortage in PV supply in the community market. While on November 6, almost all prosumers and consumers have shown considerable utility increases. By managing the community-based P2P sharing with ES, the EP has also earned significant daily profit, even with a small community with only 10 agents. By increasing the number of agents and the investment for a larger size battery, the profit of EP is expected to further grow. Overall, the investor-owned ES could effectively and significantly enhance renewable energy consumption within the community. The EP earns profits by managing the energy sharing and ES arbitrage, the P2P agents receive higher consumption utilities, and there is less negawatt power fed back into the grid, which leads to a win-win-win situation.

4.5. Scalability and applicability analysis
To analyze the scalability and applicability of the proposed method, additional case studies are conducted by increasing the number of agents. Extra agents’ netload data are generated based on the existing dataset by multiplying a random factor from 0.8 to 1.2 due to limited data availability. The computation time of the two different stages, i.e., capacity scheduling and dynamic pricing, is summarized in Table 4. It is seen that both the two stages have a similar computation cost with the increasing number of agents. In the capacity scheduling stage
**Fig. 5.** The internal sharing prices of (a) April 14, (b) July 17, and (c) November 6. Blue lines denote the EP’s selling price $\lambda_s$, and red lines denote the buying price $\lambda_b$. The internal sharing prices are dynamically determined by the EP, which benefits sellers more when the market is in shortage and benefits buyers more when the PV generation is surplus.

**Fig. 6.** The aggregated netload response with ES on (a) April 14, (b) July 17, and (c) November 6, illustrating the ES capacity scheduling and how the negawatt is managed through ES in three typical days.
This paper proposed an energy pawn (EP) based energy sharing framework in a community market that consists of an investor-owned energy storage system, prosumers and consumers. A rolling-horizon decision-making strategy was developed to maximize the EP’s revenue, by solving a forecasting-based capacity scheduling problem and a Q-learning-based dynamic pricing problem. The EP can adaptively determine the community buying and selling prices according to the market participants’ responses. The proposed sharing framework was applied to a community market with 10 agents, and three representative days with different netload patterns (i.e., typical spring, summer, and fall days) are analyzed to evaluate the effectiveness of storage sharing and increase both EP’s revenue and market participants’ utilities. Overall, the EP can promote renewable energy consumption, reduce the negawatt fed back into the grid, and balance the energy supply and demand in the community market, which can be regarded as a win-win-win situation for both the grid, EP, and P2P participants.

Potential future work will further explore (i) a more accurate demand response model when detailed users’ data are available; (ii) a hierarchical P2P sharing framework involving different stakeholders, such as retailers, generators, etc.; (iii) methodologies for more accurate netload forecasting to further enhance the market efficiency.
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### Table 3

Profits of EP and utilities of P2P participants ($). Agents 5, 8, and 10 are pure consumers and others are PV prosumers. This table shows that consumers earn more benefits in a typical spring day and prosumers earn more benefits in a typical summer day. The EP is able to earn significant profit through hybrid ES scheduling and dynamic pricing strategies under different seasons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>April 14</th>
<th></th>
<th>July 17</th>
<th></th>
<th>November 6</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>Growth</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.6761</td>
<td>17.6349</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5513</td>
<td>0.44%</td>
<td>9.7669</td>
<td>13.2043</td>
<td>35.20%</td>
<td>3.9008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.8999</td>
<td>1.37%</td>
<td>9.6230</td>
<td>11.1398</td>
<td>15.76%</td>
<td>1.3785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.5557</td>
<td>0.56%</td>
<td>21.0321</td>
<td>22.4565</td>
<td>6.78%</td>
<td>2.2939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.6979</td>
<td>1.17%</td>
<td>87.5938</td>
<td>88.0672</td>
<td>0.54%</td>
<td>3.7182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.4760</td>
<td>14.57%</td>
<td>18.3232</td>
<td>18.6959</td>
<td>2.03%</td>
<td>3.3661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.8469</td>
<td>0.90%</td>
<td>23.7939</td>
<td>24.7562</td>
<td>4.07%</td>
<td>3.3661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.2917</td>
<td>0.84%</td>
<td>23.9202</td>
<td>24.9050</td>
<td>4.12%</td>
<td>6.8507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.4348</td>
<td>9.51%</td>
<td>30.0239</td>
<td>30.4558</td>
<td>1.44%</td>
<td>3.1178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.8792</td>
<td>0.78%</td>
<td>74.7741</td>
<td>74.9448</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
<td>45.5476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.1245</td>
<td>12.02%</td>
<td>5.5181</td>
<td>5.6804</td>
<td>2.94%</td>
<td>1.2287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

Computation time with different numbers of agents to show the scalability of the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers of agents</th>
<th>Computation time for capacity scheduling (s)</th>
<th>Computation time for 5000 iterations (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>373.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>365.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>375.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>368.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(As shown in Eq. (5)), the EP only uses the aggregated netload for calculation, thus the increase of the agents number will not increase the computation complexity. For prosumers and consumers agents, the utility maximization problem (as shown in Eq. (3)) can be fast solved once the internal prices are settled, and all agents run this calculation independently and in parallel. For the Q-learning dynamic pricing process, since the internal prices are identical for buyers and sellers, there is no interaction or competition between buyers and sellers, they only act based on their best responses to different prices. The EP only needs to update the optimal pricing policy based on the aggregated response of all buyers and sellers. Thus, the computational burden in this approach is relatively low, making it scalable and applicable to a larger scale market that may consist of hundreds of agents.

The LSTM method adopted in this study yields a satisfactory accuracy. Note that the forecasting accuracy could be further improved with the availability of more data, such as behind-the-meter PV generation, detailed household load, etc. However, detailed household load and behind-the-meter PV data are challenging to gather due to privacy concerns, since it requires the cooperation from the P2P market agents for data collection. The proposed EP with aggregated netload forecasting can achieve a win-win-win situation without utilizing those detailed data. One limitation of this research is that the cost of ES is still high at the current stage, however, this could be addressed with the advancement of energy storage technologies.

### 5. Conclusion

This paper proposed an energy pawn (EP) based energy sharing framework in a community market that consists of an investor-owned energy storage system, prosumers and consumers. A rolling-horizon decision-making strategy was developed to maximize the EP’s revenue, by solving a forecasting-based capacity scheduling problem and a Q-learning-based dynamic pricing problem. The EP can adaptively determine the community buying and selling prices according to the market participants’ response. The proposed sharing framework was applied to a community market with 10 agents, and three representative days with different netload patterns (i.e., typical spring, summer, and fall days) are analyzed to evaluate the effectiveness of storage sharing in peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading. Results showed that the proposed EP could promote community energy sharing and increase both EP’s revenue and market participants’ utilities. Overall, the EP can promote renewable energy consumption, reduce the negawatt fed back into the grid, and balance the energy supply and demand in the community market, which can be regarded as a win-win-win situation for both the grid, EP, and P2P participants.

Potential future work will further explore (i) a more accurate demand response model when detailed users’ data are available; (ii) a hierarchical P2P sharing framework involving different stakeholders, such as retailers, generators, etc.; (iii) methodologies for more accurate netload forecasting to further enhance the market efficiency.
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